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ABSTRACT 

Within the scope of the personnel organization, it should be clarified, which employees are to be 

responsible for what kind of maintenance tasks. The individual competence of an employee’s abilities can 

be checked against the maintenance requirements using the well-known profile comparison. However, it 

is less clear how the corporate competence of a team of employees can be identified, but a suitable 

solution can be found using the personnel-oriented simulation. Regarding the organizational structure of 

the staff, maintenance tasks are often transferred to a central department. However, there is also a 

tendency to integrate them into the production area. In many cases this results in mixed organizational 

forms of central and decentralized maintenance. A novel product quality-oriented maintenance concept 

will be presented and simulated using the example of a mechanical workshop. In addition to a case-

related planning solution, general statements on the department organization of maintenance are derived. 

Keywords: staffing, assignment, competence, profile comparison, manufacturing. 

1 IMPORTANCE OF QUALIFICATION AND DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION IN 

INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE 

There is hardly any area in the world of work where people are not considered the most important 

resource. This is even more the case for industrial maintenance, especially as the requirements for 

personnel and thus for their qualifications differ significantly from other employees in the production and 

logistics sectors. On the one hand, this is due to the nature of the maintenance tasks, some of which are 

known and can be planned for, but also partly due to disruption and thus are practically unpredictable. 

The latter, on the other hand, requires a high level of technical qualification and time flexibility from 

maintenance employees. The increasing complexity of technical systems not only requires skilled 

operation, but also the consideration of safety aspects in a working environment that is not always safe.  

In addition, occasionally there is a need to employ a maintenance team of several employees with 

different qualifications. "Qualification" in this context is understood to primarily mean the abilities of a 

person used at work. In contrast, the term "competence" often includes the latent, i.e. non-operational 

skills. These issues result in a number of questions for the organization of human resources: How many 

employees are needed in a clearly defined field of activity, and what competence should the individual 

maintenance employee or maintenance team have for it? Finally, department organizational issues are 

also raised: How can the maintenance staff be integrated into the operating unit in terms of work 

enrichment and group work: as assigned to the production system but specialized and not directly 
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integrated in it or as a centralized maintenance department with responsibility for various production 

systems?  

2 IDENTIFICATION AND COMPARISON OF REQUIREMENTS AND ABILITIES  

2.1 Individual Qualification of an Employee  

The individual qualification of a person with regard to a certain work activity can be determined in the 

form of a comparison of his or her abilities and the requirements of the (intended) task. The underlying 

method is the so-called profile comparison of requirements and abilities, which has been known for 

decades (see e.g. Hettinger 1970, pp. 83; Zülch 1976, 2013; see also Hay Group 2010). The profile 

method assumes that requirements and abilities can be assessed analytically using comparable 

characteristics on both sides. It should be noted that the ability characteristics are usually limited to those 

that are considered requirements present in the operating area (see also Zülch and Vollstedt 2013). 

As plausible as the profile procedure may seem, there are also possible arguments against its application: 

From the point of view of occupational psychology, the characteristic analytical listing of human abilities 

does not meet the requirement of a fully complete assessment, as it is more likely to be ensured through 

personal interviews. The abilities of a person are limited to those required for the intended task. Unused, 

latent abilities, if not taken into account, carry the risk of employees being under-challenged. Finally, 

motivational reasons for use in the intended field of activity can hardly be taken into account in this 

formal assessment. 

From a legal point of view, it should be noted that in Germany the profile comparison falls under the term 

"Selection Guidelines" according to the German Works Constitution Act (WCA, § 95 Art 1 Sentence 1, 

2013; Betriebsverfassungsgesetz - BetrVG) and thus requires the approval of the Works Council when 

introduced. In addition, according to Art 2 Sentence 1 of this Act, in operational units with more than 500 

employees the Works Council additionally has a right of initiative, so that it can demand special 

guidelines for their application with regard to "professional and personal requirements and social aspects 

being observed". In Germany this has meant that this method has not been used for many years because of 

possible industrial-law disputes in the companies. However, there has been a recent discussion about the 

use of the profile comparison (see the application in a company for stainless steel products by Brunner 

2013). 

2.2 Methodological Limitations of Profile Comparison 

In the case of profile comparison, it is often assumed on a simplified basis that the values of a 

characteristic are ordinal scaled, whereby the same number of levels does not necessarily have to be 

present for all characteristics. For a number of characteristics, this is not possible at all or only to a limited 

extent: For example, although the required or existing training period (in the form of practice, 

professional training, etc.) can be rescaled ordinal from the number of completed months (i.e. 

proportionally scaled) into a number of relevant levels (see the examples in Table 1), this will then 

indicate a possibly significant loss of information. However, such a rescaling is not possible for the type 

of training or professional experience, as nominal scales must be used for these purposes. Other 

characteristics can only be scaled in binary or bipolar scales, for example, the required or existing color 

vision (see e.g. Zülch 2013, pp. 437). 
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Table 1: Requirements catalog for explaining scale types (according to Zülch 2013, p. 437). 

Item Item Scale Number of

number name type levels

Item Definition

value of the value

1 Professional nominal 5 - not specified

training 1910 Iron plant worker

1913 Smelter

2113 Sheet metal stamp operator

5411 Portal crane operator

2 Experience ordinal 8 - not specified

duration   1              5 < 3 months           < 4 years   

  2              6 < 6 months           < 8 years

  3              7 < 1 year                 ≥ 8 years  

  4 < 2 years     

3 Gender bipolar 4 - not specified

1 female

2 female or male

3 male

4 Colour vision binary 3 - not specified

0 not required / nonexistant

1 required /  existant

5 Minimal proportional 12 - not specified

body hight   165          178

  168          181

  170          183

  173          186

  170          183

Item characteristic

  175

cm

 
 

Moreover, it is also methodically significant when the ordinal scaled characteristic values per person or 

work activity are summed up. In this case, the original ordinal scale is interpreted as a proportional scale, 

and the differences between requirements and abilities values are numerically interpreted as coverage, 

under-coverage or over-coverage. This overlooks the fact that a shortage in one characteristic may be 

virtually compensated for by appropriate over-coverage in other characteristics which then will lead to 

wrong conclusions. 

This is the case, for example, with the profile comparison proposed in the VDI Guideline for 

Qualification Measures in Maintenance (Reichel et al. 2015, pp. 9). Not only are the "target" requirements 

and the existing "actual" abilities summed up separately, and the degree of coverage interpreted from both 

values; moreover, only four out of six characteristic values are evaluated in the form of a less precise 

ordinal scale from "no requirement" to "very high control" (Table 2). In any event all, this guideline lists 

both professional abilities and key qualifications. 

For many years, there has been a suggestion as to how correspondingly adapted comparison values can be 

defined on the basis of differently scaled characteristic catalogs, and evaluated in a methodologically 

permissible manner with the aid of a lexicographic order of the characteristics (Zülch 1981; Hackstein 
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and Zülch 1981). This method can also be extended to the determination of the overall professional 

qualification of employee teams. 

Table 2: Profile comparison in the VDI Guideline for Qualification Measures of Maintenance (acc. 

Reichel et al. 2015, p. 12; modified). 

 
 

2.3 Professional Qualification of an Employee Team 

The professional qualification of an employee team is relevant if the job can no longer be done by one 

employee alone. By way of example, the above-mentioned table can be considered a guide for a first 

approach to determining professional qualification of a team area. 

When the profile comparison is used by itself, however, it is not taken into account whether the number of 

employees considered with the specified qualifications is at least adequate with regard to capacity 

requirements of the upcoming tasks, at least during normal operation. This method therefore requires the 

addition of a capacity calculation, whereby a methodically dynamic simulation of the capacity 

requirement is preferable to a static spreadsheet. The possibilities of simulation will be discussed in more 

detail below in the analysis of personnel structures in the maintenance area. In this context, "personnel 

structure" means the number and qualification of the persons to be employed. 

3 REPRESENTATION OF QUALIFICATION IN FORMAL MODELS 

3.1 Relationships between Personnel Type, Workplace Type and Function 

In order to map personnel in a formal model, for example for the purpose of simulation, in addition to the 

abilities of the individual persons, their responsibilities for the respective assigned technical systems must 

be known. For example, a maintenance employee must not only be able to perform certain repair 

functions, he or she must also be responsible for the assigned work area. Thus, modeling involves three 

types of object: the people in the work area who can be grouped into different types of personnel, the 
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workstations to be considered or more generally the workplace types, and finally the occurring activities 

that can be aggregated into functions. 

There are three relationships between these object types: the ability of a type of personnel to perform a 

particular function, his or her responsibility for a particular type of workstation or workplace type, and the 

feasibility to perform a certain function in that area. A single qualification element of a person or of a 

personnel type then results from the connection of these three relations, shown in Figure 1 (left) as a 

triangular area. The whole qualification then consists of the set of all relations that belong to this person 

or this type of person. If one of these relations is not modelled, the model has an error that can be 

represented in a specific browser by a missing connecting line between the three object types (Figure 1, 

right). 

 

 

Figure 1: Concept for modeling qualification and its representation in a personnel-oriented simulation 

procedure. 

3.2 Modeling and Evaluation Concept in Personnel-oriented Simulation Procedure 

This concept for modeling personal qualifications is based on the personnel-oriented simulation 

procedures that were developed at the ifab-Institute of Human and Industrial Engineering of the Karlsruhe 

Institute of Technology (formerly University of Karlsruhe). One of these procedures is ESPE 

("Engpassorientierte Simulation von Personalstrukturen" = Bottleneck-oriented simulation of personnel 

structures), the extension of which is described later in Chapter 3.4. These procedures have proven 

themselves in a large variety of research and transfer projects, especially in but not limited to the field of 

manufacturing. 

To take account of the dynamics of work processes, an intended order program of a plan period is fed into 

the simulation procedure, which consists of individual orders, each of which belongs to a specific order 

type. The order program can consist of direct manufacturing and service orders as well as indirect tasks. 

These order types are modelled using so-called throughput plans. A throughput plan is a network-like 

combination of operations that lead to the manufacturing of a specific product or service, here a 

component of a product (see later Figure 3). Each individual work process must be assigned to a piece of 

operating equipment or a group thereof, but also to a single person with the required qualification or a 

corresponding personnel type, whereby this assignment takes place in the form of a function-equipment 
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matrix. In this way, not only the number and qualification of employees can be modelled, but also their 

organizational integration. 

The necessary utilization times of the technical systems and the operation times of the personnel can not 

only be different, but can also be modelled as stochastically distributed. Furthermore, the occurrence of 

the operations may be dependent on stochastic distributions. These functionalities of the procedure are 

hereafter essential for the simulation of maintenance tasks. For the planning of work systems undergoing 

maintenance, static spreadsheets have often proven to be insufficient. In fact, the dynamic effects, in 

particular by stochastically occurring maintenance tasks, can only be suitably assessed by simulation. 

The evaluation of the simulation runs can be carried out in principle according to production logistics, 

personnel-oriented and cost-related aspects. Figure 2 shows as an example the results of the simulation of 

different personnel structures. The evaluation follows the concept of the degree of goal attainment, which 

is explained in more detail in Chapter 4.2. With regard to individual work, the core qualifications of the 

staff can be based on the modelled technical systems (here the machines), the functions to be performed 

or on personnel costs. In addition to the individual work, the example also evaluates two forms of group 

work, one of which considers a suitable mixed assignment of employees to work stations and functions. 

There may also be a form of group work in which there is a personnel structure based on the principle of 

performance balancing, as known from the planning of assembly lines. The evaluation criteria used here 

are lead time degree, staff workload (or dynamic personnel utilization) and its span, as well as the 

personnel costs. 

 

 

Figure 2: Example of key figures for various personnel structures. 

3.3 Maintenance Requirement Based on Wear Reserve 

Previously used practices of planning maintenance organization proved to be inappropriate for 

determining the personnel structure, given the dynamics of the maintenance tasks. In the first place, they 

are not suitable for comprehensive planning with regard to a central or decentralized department 
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organization. Also, statistical approaches to data more oriented towards the availability of operational 

components such as MTBF and MTTR (Olofsson 2017; Wikipedia 2018, 2019) prove to be inadequate. 

In contrast, a maintenance model is presented here on the basis of the wear reserve of operating 

equipment (Zülch and Vollstedt 2000; Vollstedt 2003, pp. 77; DIN 31051:2012-09). In this case, a 

distinction must first be made between time-related, conditional and corrective maintenance (see a 

detailed breakdown of maintenance tasks in the draft standard EN 13306:2017). The wear reserve of the 

component of a piece of operating equipment is determined as a function of the main utilization time of 

the operating equipment (see the terms used for detailed maintenance time types in REFA 2002; 1997, pp. 

41). For this purpose, a number of usage-dependent components of a piece of operating equipment can be 

defined and their damage limits determined, in which a preventive maintenance of the component should 

take place immediately. 

3.4 The Simulation Procedure ESPE-IH 

The discrete-event-simulation procedure ESPE was developed by Heitz (1994, pp. 93) at the ifab-

Institute. The wear reserve curves for components of the operating equipment and quality curves for the 

amount of acceptable parts (Figure 3) were integrated into the expanded ESPE-IH simulation procedure 

(IH for "Instandhaltung" = Maintenance). In this context, different, in particular also non-linear, courses 

can be assigned to both the wear reserve curves and the quality curves (Vollstedt 2003, pp. 65).  

 

 

Figure 3: Concept of the simulation procedure ESPE-IH for maintenance planning. 

One reason for using the simulation procedure ESPE is its special feature which combines simulation 

with an algorithm for heuristic optimization of the personnel structure. This feature can be used to find a 

heuristic-optimal solution for the given planning problem. The specially modified version of the Great 

Deluge algorithm (for more detail see Dueck 1993, pp. 86; Heitz 1994, pp. 203; Kahar, Mohmad, and 

Kendall 2015, pp. 118) allows local optima to be overcome so that at least a good overall solution is 

achieved. This feature will be employed in Chapter 4.2 to explore alternative forms of personnel structure. 
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3.5 Related Works in the Literature 

In recent years, a number of papers have been published dealing with the application of simulation in 

maintenance (see the overview of simulation applications in maintenance research by Alabdulkarim, Ball, 

and Tiwari 2013). However, most of them concentrate on technical issues without considering the 

personnel deployment in detail. Some of them deal with this question, but as a rule only with regard to the 

staff number, but not the qualification of the employed staff.  

Table 3: Resources and functions in forming manufacturing (according to Vollstedt 2003, p. 203). 

 

Simulation studies on department organization are rare. An exception to this are simulation studies of the 

personnel deployment in hospital departments, in particular of intensive care units and emergency 

departments (see for example Bedoya-Valencia and Kirac 2016). The authors model the qualifications of 

the staff in a simplified way by indicating the vocational groups. This modeling is often found in the area 

of services, where the technical equipment does not play a significant role.  

Item type Item Item value

Products Number of different products 9

Number in entire production program [12,700 ; 20,200]

Equipment Number of automats 9

Number of flexible semi-automats 6

Personnel Number of persons 7

Average static utilization 83%

Travel times between adjacent 4 secs

pieces of equipment

Reaction time of maintenance staff 0 secs

Hourly rates Loading, quality control, packaging [9 ; 11] CUs/h

for personnel

Operating of semi-automats [9 ; 11] CUs/h

in currency

units per hour Maintenance of automats [11 ; 13] CUs/h

(CUs/h)

Universalists 18 CUs/h

Maintenance Number of maintenance 9

functions functions per automat

Activity time for corrective maintenance [3 ; 30] mins

Activity time for conditional maintenance [5 ; 60] mins

Temporal portion of functional elements 84%

 with corrective maintenance

Temporal portion of functional elements 16%

 with conditional maintenance

Simulation Evaluation period 14,400 mins
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The inclusion of quality curves for products and wear reserve curves for equipment in the simulation 

procedure can be considered as an innovation. At least no approach comparable with the one presented 

here was found in the literature.  

4 APPLICATION EXAMPLE OF FORMING MANUFACTURING 

4.1 Layout, Personnel Deployment and Order Program 

As an application example for the ESPE-IH simulation procedure, a forming production is used (for more 

detail see Vollstedt 2003, pp. 199). This is a planned system for producing of nine different part types on 

15 pieces of operating equipment, consisting of nine automats for the manufacturing of one part type and 

six other more flexible semi-automats. Value ranges were given for some characteristic items of the 

examined work system (Table 3). For simplification, the arrangement of the operating equipment in the 

workshop was assumed to be rectangular and equidistant. The wear pattern of the both types of automat is 

modelled based on the operating equipment, and not further broken down to their components.  

It is assumed, that seven employees are responsible for the manufacturing system with at least one of 

them responsible for maintenance. In some planning alternatives the number of maintenance staff is 

increased while the operating personnel are reduced accordingly (see later Table 4). 

Table 4: Simulation results of the forming manufacturing (according to Vollstedt 2003, pp. 205 and 209). 

Solution type Personnel

Performance degree Personnel cost Overall

Reference solutions 7 Universalists 100 0 50

6 Operators 0 100

1 Maintenance employee

Solutions with specialized 5 Operators

maintenance personnel 2 Maintenance employees

4 Operators

3 Maintenance employees

Optimized solutions using 7 Universalist, 

Great Deluge algorithm no machine orientation

7 Universalist, 

machine-oriented

Goal achievement, in %

50

67.7 75.8

77.9

89.9

86.4

83.1

82.1

76.485.0

83.9

67.1

76.3

 
 

4.2 Comparison Solutions and Simulative Evaluation of Planning Alternatives  

Two comparison solutions were initially designed for the simulation studies: One of them concerned the 

so-called Universalist Solution, in which all seven employees can take over maintenance functions in 

addition to manufacturing functions. For the other comparison solution, only one maintenance employee 

was assigned and the remaining six employees were specialists with as few requirements as possible. This 

solution then demands that the people are responsible for as few functions as possible (Specialist 

Solution). 

The evaluation on the basis of given criteria is carried out by means of goal achievement degrees 

(according to Wedemeyer 1989, pp. 69) where the theoretically worst solution per criterion is scaled as 
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0%, the best as 100%. Thus, the Universalist Solution yields a goal achievement of 0% for the personnel 

costs and 100% for the degree of performance degree (i.e. the program completion). In the case of the 

Specialist Solution, this is exactly the opposite (see in more detail Vollstedt 2003, pp. 114). In other 

alternatives, the number of maintenance personnel was increased to two or three at the expense of the 

manufacturing employees, who then produced good values in the middle range for both goal achievement 

degrees, performance degree and personnel cost (Table 4). 

Further personnel structures were determined using the above-mentioned heuristic optimization according 

to the Great Deluge algorithm, modified according to Heitz (1994, pp. 203). The solution derived from 

the algorithm was slightly better compared to previous solutions, with the one with a limited employee 

allocation to operating equipment giving slightly worse overall scores than the independent solution. 

However, due to the need to limit the tasks of the individual maintenance employee to a few pieces of 

equipment, the result was still to favor an equipment-oriented allocation. 

5 RESULT OF THE SIMULATION OF DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION 

While the illustrated application example referred to the involvement of manufacturing employees in 

maintenance functions, another series of theoretical simulations examined the consequences of having a 

specialized maintenance department with a limited number of manufacturing systems (Vollstedt 2003, pp. 

166). In this context, the interval between the occurrence and the reporting of a malfunction as well as the 

timely availability of the responsible maintenance employees are decisive, i.e. primarily the distance to be 

travelled from the previous location to the new location. 

If the individual results determined for the manufacturing system are aggregated to a total degree of in 

which production logistics and monetary individual goal achievement degrees are weighted and scaled 

again in a value range of 0% to 100%, the following key statements result from this simulation series 

(Vollstedt 2003, pp. 197): 

 "Especially with higher complexity of the technical systems, a combination of conditional 

maintenance and maintenance preferably integrated-into-manufacturing leads to particularly good 

overall goal achievement degrees.  

 Integrating maintenance functions into manufacturing can partially counteract the deterioration in 

overall target achievement levels due to the increased travel times of centralized maintenance 

employees or a lower number of centralized maintenance employees. 

 In order to achieve high overall goal achievement degrees, a higher level of integration of 

maintenance functions in manufacturing is required for corrective maintenance than for 

conditional maintenance. 

 Maintenance that is exclusively central or fully integrated in the manufacturing process does not 

lead to the highest overall goal achievement in any of the models examined." 

As a result, the need for a compromise between job enrichment of the manufacturing staff to maintenance 

functions on the one hand, and a specialized and more centrally organized maintenance department on the 

other hand. A solution for how to do this depends on the individual case. However, simulation procedures 

can provide significant support here. 

6 CONCLUSIONS FOR QUALIFICATION AND ORGANIZATION IN 

MAINTENANCE 

Existing guidelines for the qualification of maintenance employees refer mainly to education and training 

(EN 15628:2014; see also e.g. Reichel et al. 2015, pp. 13). The instructions range from didactic findings 

in certain training fields to concrete qualification measures in individual cases. In addition, the safety 
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aspects are emphasized (BGHM 2017). In terms of methodology, reference may be made to the 

possibility of comparing requirement and ability profiles, taking into account the limitations of this 

method.  

With regard to department organization, there are only a few general key statements to be made with 

regard to the planning of targeted organizational forms. In a concrete application, however, the simulation 

can provide essential insights into the dynamic aspects of feasible design solutions. 

With regard to the process organizational aspects of personnel assignment control in the case of 

maintenance tasks, reference must be made to the literature (Vollstedt 2003, pp. 128; Zülch et al. 2003). 

Further open topics concern the professional competence of maintenance teams and in particular 

resilience, i.e. the ability to deal with unforeseen emergency and crisis situations (see e.g. Zülch 2017). In 

summary, it should be noted that the qualification of maintenance employees continues to be a challenge 

for operational practice as well as for further research and development. 
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